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SWISSNESS 

SIGG is famous internationally thanks to its long history of successful products and 
is held in high esteem as THE ORIGINAL - in both senses of the word: SIGG bottles 
are authentic and genuine, creative and original. Their functional design and high 
quality standards mean they are completely outstanding. All aluminium bottles are 
manufactured in the company’s own production facilities in Switzerland.

QUALITY & PRECISION 

All SIGG bottles are high-quality products made with strong dedication to precision 
and great attention to detail. 

INNOVATION 

Each year SIGG launches a new range of products featuring plenty of functionality
and new materials. 

DESIGN 

SIGG’s iconic design is internationally renowned and has won various design 
awards. It has been given a permanent place in New York’s Museum of Modern Art 
(MoMa). 

SUSTAINABILITY 

SIGG products are reusable, easy to clean and recyclable. Raw materials used by 
SIGG are free of BPA, phthalates and other harmful substances. SIGG produces 
bottles in Switzerland with the overarching goal of keeping its environmental impact 
as low as possible. Thanks to innovative solutions, it has been able to reduce its 
ecologi cal footprint further and further. SIGG currently uses more than 55 percent 
energy from renewable sources in its bottle production. The small amount of waste 
from production is recycled at a rate of 99 percent, and the water used to clean the 
bottles is collected in a closed system and recycled. 

Thanks to the longevity of its high-quality and reusable aluminium bottles, SIGG 
products have a significantly better CO,balance than disposable PET bottles Our 
entire aluminium bottle collection is climate neutral. 

VALUES IN
EVERY SIGG 

ABOUT SIGG

For more than 100 years, the name SIGG has stood for high-quality 
products with unmistakable design and outstanding quality. Make the 
SIGG bottle an ambassador of Swiss precision for your company. 
We are pleased to present the range of SIGG Co-Branding in this 
catalogue. 
Minimum order quantities and delivery times vary from product
to product. We would be happy to provide you with information on 
minimum order quantities and delivery times.

SIGG CO-BRANDING 



ABOUT SIGG

QUALITY FEATURES
Environmental awareness is at the heart of our vision, our values and our corporate history. SIGG is constantly trying 
to reduce its carbon dioxide emissions, uses FSC-certified materials and also boasts a material with ISCC certification
in the shape of Tritan Renew. Additional product-specific features can be found on the following detailed pages.

ISCC 

SIGG is the first Swiss company in the industry 
for reusable drinks bottles to have received 
ISCC certification, which it obtained for the 

material Tritan Renew.

ClimatePartner 

We are constantly trying to reduce the 
carbon dioxide emissions of our company. 

Our entire aluminium bottle collection 
is carbon neutral.

FSC 

All of our catalogues are printed on
 FSC®-certified paper.

PCR aluminium 

To further reduce the carbon footprint of our 
company, we decided to switch to PCR aluminium 

for our entire aluminium bottle collection.
All of our aluminium bottles are made from 

100% recycled material.

100% RECYCLED ALUMINIUM
100% RECYCELTES ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM 100% RECYCLÉ

100%

REYCYCLED

ALUMINIUM



ALUMINIUM
TRAVELLER  ∙  TRAVELLER MYPLANET™   ∙  MOVE MYPLANET™

WMB  ∙  WMB SPORT  ∙  WMB ONE  ∙  ORIGINAL



ALUMINIUM

ALUMINIUM

ALUMINIUM PRODUCTION

SUSTAINABILITY
At SIGG long tradition of sustainability dates back to the very first aluminum bottle and continues to this day with 
innovative ecological products and projects. For us sustainability is an ongoing process that requires continuous 
motion, determination and progress. We think about tomorrow and act today by developing products and supporting 
projects that promote sustainability.

It all starts with a piece of aluminium that’s the shape 
of an ice hockey puck. Every puck is extruded by a 
600-ton piston stroke and then flows along the piston, 
transforming it into a cylinder. The cylinder gets shaped 
into a bottle with the help of up to 26 differently shaped 
modules, each one moving the metal further towards the 
final shape. Once the bottle has the iconic form that we 
all know, the next step is to coat the inside of the bottle 
with our liner to avoid direct contact between the liquids 
and the aluminium. Once the shape and the inside of 
the bottle are ready, we paint or engrave the outside with 

the desired colour and design using the screen-printing 
method. The lid is added, and a manual quality check 
ensures that all bottles leaving the production line are in 
perfect condition.

Discover more
about SIGG.

THIS PRODUCT IS CLIMA
CLIMATE-NEUTRAL

100% RECYCLED ALUMINIUM

100%

MADE FROM 100% 
RECYCLED ALUMINIUM

MADE IN
SWITZERLAND

MADE IN SWITZERLAND

FREE FROM BPA
ALL INGREDIENTS ARE BP

ALL SIGG ALUMINIUM BOTTLES ARE:

10



FOUR STEPS TO YOUR SIGG

ALUMINIUM

SELECT TYPE AND SIZE

DETERMINE THE BASE COLOUR

SELECT PRINT OR ENGRAVE

CHOOSE THE TOP
 See top options on page 46.
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Our commitment to outstanding quality extends beyond the manufacturing of our bottles, it includes the printing 
process as well. SIGG has been using the screen printing method for years. It delivers strikingly clear print 
colours with lasting brightness. We can print your bottle with up to six colours. The result: an outstanding advertising 
medium for your brand.

Custom engraving is a high-quality way to decorate SIGG products 
discreetly for your brand. Various possibilities are available for 
different products. Individual engravings on the bottle body or elegantly 
and finely on the lid.

DECIDE BETWEEN PRINTING … … AND ENGRAVING.

White

Pink

Yellow

Red

Orange

Black

Sequence of print colours on a 6-colour bottle:

1

4

2

5

3

6

ALUMINIUM | STEP 1 ALUMINIUM | STEP 1

 Individual
printing 

starting from 
120 pieces.

14
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0.6 L 

0.75 L 

0.3 L 0.6 L 

1.0 L 0.75 L 

0.4 L 1.0 L 

Each SIGG bottle represents a piece of top Swiss craftsmanship circulating in the world. For over 100 years. The bottle bodies are 
made from a single piece of high-quality aluminium and are manufactured carbon-neutrally in Switzerland. They are especially light 
and robust. The highly elastic inner coating is resistant against fruit acid, is neutral in taste and is free of harmful substances such 
as BPA and phthalates. The bottles are available in many different colours and feature either the proven screw top, active spout or a 
practical wide-neck opening.

–  easy to carry

–  durable and very light aluminium

–   polyester inner coating with taste neutral  
properties

–  leak-proof even with carbonated beverages

–  durable and very light aluminium

–  engineered to fit most bottlecages

–   pleasant and easy opening and closing of the 
bottle with your mouth

–   polyester inner coating with taste neutral  
properties

–  wide mouth adapter

–  easy to clean thanks to wide mouth opening

–  durable and very light aluminium

–   polyester inner coating with taste neutral  
properties

–  easy to carry

–  durable and very light aluminium

–   polyester inner coating with taste neutral  
properties

–  leak-proof even with carbonated beverages

–   top based on renewable raw material such as 
cellulose

–  open, drink, lock and secure with one hand

–  easy to carry

–  durable and very light aluminium

–   polyester inner coating with taste neutral  
properties

–  leak-proof even with carbonated beverages

–  easy to clean thanks to wide mouth opening

–  wide mouth adapter

–  easy to clean thanks to wide mouth opening

–  durable and very light aluminium

–   polyester inner coating with taste neutral  
properties

SELECT TYPE AND SIZE
ALUMINIUM | STEP 2
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 See top options on page 46.  See top options on page 46.

THIS PRODUCT IS CLIMATE-NEUTRAL
DIESES PRODUKT IST KLIMANEUTRAL
CE PRODUIT EST NEUTRE POUR LE CLIMAT

CLIMATE-NEUTRAL
100% RECYCLED ALUMINIUM
100% RECYCELTES ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM 100% RECYCLÉ

100%

 MADE FROM 
100% RECYCLED 

ALUMINIUM

MADE IN 
SWITZERLAND

MADE IN SWITZERLAND
HERGESTELLT IN DER 
SCHWEIZ
FABRIQUÉ EN SUISSE

FREE FROM BPA
ALL INGREDIENTS ARE BPA-FREE
ALLE MATERIALIEN SIND BPA-FREI
TOUS LES INGRÉDIENTS SANS BPA

ALL SIGG ALUMINIUM BOTTLES ARE:

LEAK-PROOF
LEAK-PROOF
AUSLAUFSICHER
HERMÉTIQUE

*  Average value per unit (production 2020). Calculation of a 1-liter PET bottle 
(assumption: packaging and logistics like aluminium bottle).

BETTER CO2 BALANCE 
THAN PET BOTTLES 

AFTER ONLY 5 USES*

LEAK-PROOF
AUSLAUFSICHER
HERMÉTIQUE

0.6 L 0.75 L 1.0 L 

0.4 L 0.75 L 0.6 L 1.0 L 
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Black 
Pantone Black 6 C

Fabulous Green 
Pantone 2270 C

Blue
Pantone 286 C

Vanilla
Pantone 7401 C

White
–

Indigo Blue
Pantone 7701 C

Lagoon Blue 
Pantone 7458 C

Rosa
Pantone 1905 C

Light Blue 
Pantone 277 C

Orange
Pantone 2013 C

Cobalt Blue 
Pantone 655 C

Yellow 
Pantone 116 C

Dark Lila
Pantone 5275 C

Nude
Pantone 698 C

Fabulous Aqua 
Pantone 3125 C

Paprica
Pantone 7416 C

Tabbi Turquoise 
Pantone 331 C

Fabulous Red
Pantone 2035 C

Alu
Pantone 877 C

Black
Pantone Black 6 C

Mustard
Pantone 3547 C

Reflex Blue 
Pantone 293 C

Blue 
Pantone 2147 C

White
–

Red 
Pantone 200 C

Copper
Pantone 876 C

Dark
Pantone 296 C

Ultra Lemon
Pantone 379 C

Alu 
Pantone 877 C

Electric Blue 
Pantone 4151 C

Blush
Pantone 4031 C

Denim 
Pantone 5415 C

Scarlet 
Pantone 2348 C

Smoked Pearl
Pantone 

Warm Gray 8 C

Shade
Pantone 7540 C

Ecru
Pantone

Warm Grey 1C

Gold 
Pantone 871 C

Green Blue 
Pantone 3125 C

Shy Pink
Pantone 2337 C

Glacier
Pantone 324 C

Red
Pantone 3546 C

Sage
Pantone 5665 C

Leaf Green
Pantone 7736 C

Deep Magenta
Pantone 7426 C

SIGG aluminium bottles are available in many colours. Choose your base colour from the following range. 
The Pantone values listed serve as a non-binding reference. The surfaces differ in their feel: Choose between 
Shine, Metallic Matt, Touch and Transparent.

DETERMINE THE BASE COLOUR
ALUMINIUM | STEP 3 From 120 items: Standard colours marked with .

 See top options on page 46.  See top options on page 46.

From 504 items: All colours below available.

From 1,000 items: Own special colour based on Pantone.

18 19



Black WhiteAlu Red

Made of aluminium and is indestructible – the classic SIGG drinking bottles are also available with a wider opening and a 
high-quality metal closure. This allows the SIGG bottle to be filled and cleaned more easily. The body is made of a single piece 
of high-quality aluminium and is manufactured in Switzerland. It is especially light and robust. The bottle even remains leak-proof 
with carbonated drinks. The highly elastic inner coating is resistant against fruit acids, is neutral in taste, and is free of harmful 
substances such as BPA and phthalates.

ORIGINAL PRINT & ENGRAVE

ALUMINIUM
O

ri
gi

na
l

Black White Black TouchAlu Red White Touch

Original bottle information

0.5 L

0.75 L

 See top options on page 46.

THIS PRODUCT IS CLIMATE-NEUTRAL
DIESES PRODUKT IST KLIMANEUTRAL
CE PRODUIT EST NEUTRE POUR LE CLIMAT

20



FOOD CONTAINERS
METAL BOX  ∙  GEMSTONE FOOD BOX & JAR



* Available as of Q3 2023.

The collection is supplemented by our food containers. SIGG offers Gemstone Food Jars made of stainless steel, which keep food 
hot or cold for hours, as well as lunch boxes made of aluminium. The elegant design shines in urban and rural environments. 
The lunch box from our Gemstone collection is made of stainless steel, which means it is as resistant and durable as stone and 
as timeless as a gemstone. Take your lunch or a snack along in our customisable boxes or food jars. All materials are free from 
harmful substances. The inserted silicone sealing ring ensures that the box is watertight. 

METAL BOX, GEMSTONE FOOD BOX & JAR PRINT & ENGRAVE
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Green | S Green | L

SeleniteSelenite

Red | L

Alu | S Alu | L Red | S Red | L

Gemstone food box and food jar informationMetal box information Polypropylene insert information

Obsidian Selenite

jar comes 
with a spoon/fork 

in the lid

FOOD CONTAINERS

Rippled lid | Aluminium

Flat lid | Stainless steel  
Lid: Print and engraving possible 
Side: Engraving possible

Rippled lid | Stainless steel  
Side: Engraving possible

Stainless steel | Engraving only

Flat lid | Aluminium

(Food Jar only)

0.5 L

0.75 L

UP TO 14 HOURS HOT
(Gemstone Food Jar 0.75 L)

UP TO 20 HOURS COLD
(Gemstone Food Jar 0.75 L)

Red | S *Alu | S Green | S 

Alu | L 

FOOD CONTAINERS
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TRITAN™│POLYPROPYLENE
TOTAL CLEAR ONE MYPLANET™  ∙  TOTAL COLOR  ∙  VIVA ONE



VIVA ONE PRINT 

TOTAL CLEAR ONE, TOTAL COLOR PRINT 

TritanTM /Polypropylene bottle information 

Anthracite 

Anthracite Transparent Berry Green Aqua Blue Anthracite Transparent  

See top options on page 46. See top options on page 46. • While supplies last. • While supplies last. 

Green 

Blue 

Berry 

Aqua  

Red 

Blue Aqua  Green  Berry  Red  

0.5 L 

0.75 L 

0.75 L 

0.5 L 

0.5 L 

0.6 L 

Total Color
0.6 L Only
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POLYPROPYLENE 

TRITANTM

2929

Drinks bottles made of Tritan” or polypropylene are very light, robust and dishwasher-safe. The WMB ONE top is easy to use with one 
hand and resistant to carbonic acid. Not to mention the great colours, which can be combined with many logo colours. The materials 
are free of harmful chemicals, such as oestrogen-active substances and phthalates -- for a safe drinking experience. 

The production of a Total Clear One
MyPlanetTM 0.75 L bottle recycles up to 

* The recycled content is certified by ISCC
through a mass balance allocation process. 

Learn more
about TritanTM

Renew. single-use bottles. 

•

1.0 L 



STAINLESS STEEL
MERIDIAN  ∙  HOT & COLD  ∙  HOT & COLD ONE  ∙  HOT & COLD LIGHT

GEMSTONE IBT  ∙  HELIA TUMBLER MUG   ∙  NESO CUP   ∙  MIRACLE MUG



SIGG Meridian – new, stylish and plastic-free* companion of your everyday activities. The slim drinking bottle made of 
double-walled 18/8 stainless steel keeps drinks hot or cold for hours and is a must-have accessory for everyone who values 
trendy yet sophisticated designs. The bottle is double-walled, vacuum insulated and copper plated on the inside, which guarantees 
an excellent insulation performance. The top is made of stainless steel and complemented by a fine bamboo application. 
All the materials are free from harmful substances such as estrogen-mimicking substances, phthalates and BPA. Perfect solution 
to impress and make a sustainable statement. 

MERIDIAN PRINT & ENGRAVE

STAINLESS STEEL

0.5 L

0.5 L

0.7 L

0.7 L

M
er

id
ia

n

Black

White

Electric Blue

Ultra Lemon

Brushed

Shy Pink

* Gasket made of silicone.

Meridian bottle information NO
PLASTIC*

UP TO 16 HOURS HOT
(Meridian 0.7 L)

UP TO 30 HOURS COLD
(Meridian 0.7 L)

LEAK-PROOF
AUSLAUFSICHER
PROTECTION
ANTI-FUITE

FOOD SAFE
LEBENSMITTELECHT
DE QUALITÉ
ALIMENTAIRE

INSULATION
ISOLIERUNG
ISOLATION

SWISS DESIGN & ENGINEERING
SCHWEIZER DESIGN & 
ENGINEERING
SWISS DESIGN & INGÉNIERIE

NO CARBONATED BEVERAGES
NICHT FÜR KOHLENSÄURE 
GETRÄNKE
PAS POUR LES BOISSONS 
GAZEUSES

ALL INGREDIENTS ARE BPA-FREE
ALLE MATERIALIEN SIND BPA-FREI
TOUS LES INGRÉDIENTS SANS BPA
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The award-winning H&C stainless steel collection in the unmistakable SIGG look keeps drinks hot and cold for hours. Various sizes 
and tops provide the perfect solution for everyone. The sizes 0.3 litres and 0.5 litres with the classic top (screw top) and removable 
tea filter made of stainless steel or with the practical, carbonic-acid-resistant ONE top for 0.3 litres and 0.55 litres: carry, open, 
drink and close – all with one hand. The top can easily be divided into two parts for cleaning and the drinking lip can be adjusted 
for left-handed and right-handed people.

The Gemstone Collection is made of double-walled stainless steel which keeps the content hot or cold for a long time. The flasks 
have an ultra-thin inner body made using a special spinning technology, so they weigh 30% less. Thanks to high-precision welding, 
the vacuum gap inside the bottle has been reduced to a minimum. This results in a smaller bottle size compared to standard bottles 
with identical volume. 

HOT & COLD (ONE) (LIGHT) PRINT & ENGRAVE

GEMSTONE IBT PRINT & ENGRAVE

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL
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WhiteBrushed

Brushed

Black White

White

Brushed Black Touch White Touch
Obsidian Selenite White* Obsidian* Selenite*

Hot & Cold bottles
come with tea filters

Hot & Cold ONE 
0.3 L come with 

a tea strainer

Hot & Cold ONE 
(Light) come with 

a tea strainer

0.3 L

0.55 L 1.1 L

0.75 L

0.5 L

0.3 L

0.5 L

Gemstone IBT bottle informationHot & Cold bottle information

(Hot & Cold ONE and 
Hot & Cold ONE Light only)

 While supplies last.

UP TO 18 HOURS HOT
(Gemstone 1.1 L)

UP TO 25 HOURS COLD
(Gemstone 1.1 L)

UP TO 10 HOURS HOT
(at 0.55 L)

UP TO 15 HOURS COLD
(at 0.55 L)

 See top options on page 46. * Available as of June 2023.34 35



This vacuum insulated, 18/8 stainless steel mug has been thoughtfully designed to make your drinking experience as easy and 
enjoyable as possible. It’s sturdy enough for any adventure while also preserving the taste and aroma of your beverage to ensure 
that every sip is perfectly refreshing. A copper-coated double wall construction will preserve your iced tea, cocktail or smoothie 
at its optimal temperature and ensure that the outer wall of the mug will not sweat. Cold drinks stay cool for 24 hours while 
hot beverages can last 4 hours before losing their warmth. Helia also features a handy durable glass straw and cleaning brush.

HELIA TUMBLER MUG PRINT & ENGRAVE

STAINLESS STEEL

0.45 L

0.45 L

0.6 L

0.6 L

H
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Helia Tumbler Mug information

FITS MOST CUP HOLDERS
PASST IN VIELE BECHERHALTER
CONVIENT À LA PLUPART DES
PORTE-GOBELETS

FITS MOST CUP HOLDERS
PASST IN VIELE BECHERHALTER
CONVIENT À LA PLUPART DES
PORTE-GOBELETS

UP TO 4 HOURS HOT
(at 0.6 L)

UP TO 24 HOURS HOT
(at 0.6 L)

Optimistic Yellow

Peaceful Blue

Muted Peach

Night InkLingonberry Milky Green

Black* White*

* Available as of August 2023. 36 37



(0.27 L only)

Noble Pure Ceram coating, modern design and genuine drinking experience. The new Neso cup is the ‘Best of all worlds’. Made of 
18/8 stainless steel and coated with Pure Ceram layer on the inner and outer wall, it preserves the natural taste and smell of all hot 
or cold drinks. Thanks to the vacuum insulated, copper coated double wall construction you will not burn your fingers – even with 
very hot drinks! The insulating effect also ensures no moisture condenses on the outer wall of the cup. Additionally, the protective lid 
opening minimises the risk of spillage, especially while walking.

The Miracle Mug is a double-walled cup made of high-quality stainless steel with a sophisticated top. The patented drinking system 
makes cleaning easier. Our Mug remains hot for longer and is also leak-proof, as the liquid inside can only flow when the button 
is pressed. In the size 0.27 litres, it even fits under a coffee machine. It is odourless, recyclable, and the materials used are free of 
harmful substances such as estrogen-mimicking substances, phthalates and BPA.

NESO CUP PRINT & ENGRAVE MIRACLE MUG PRINT & ENGRAVE

STAINLESS STEEL STAINLESS STEEL

N
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M
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ug

Glacier Black BlackGlacierWhite Berry BerryWhiteBlack BlackShy Pink Brushed BrushedShy Pink

0.3 L
0.4 L 0.27 L

0.47 L

Miracle Mug informationNeso Cup information

lid made 
from tritan

FOOD SAFE
LEBENSMITTELECHT
DE QUALITÉ
ALIMENTAIRE

SWISS DESIGN & ENGINEERING
SCHWEIZER DESIGN & 
ENGINEERING
SWISS DESIGN & INGÉNIERIE

INSULATION
ISOLIERUNG
ISOLATION
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UNITED BLUERISE
MSM1, Safa1, SZR
Dubai - United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 2947227 | Fax: +971 4 2947557
www.unitedbluerise.com


